Enter a world where anything is possible in KeyForge! Here in the world’s first Unique Deck Game, two players become Archons racing to forge keys that unlock the hidden vaults of the Crucible, an artificial world built from pieces of countless planets. With an incredible array of creatures, artifacts, and abilities, no two decks are alike, and no two battles will ever be the same!

Age 14+ • Players 2 • 45+ minutes

**KeyForge: Call of the Archons – Starter Set**
Providing you with two training decks: Miss “Onyx” Censorius and Radiant Argus the Supreme, as well as two unique Archon Decks and a collection of keys, tokens, chain trackers, and status cards, this set offers everything that you and your opponent need to start playing!

FFGKF01 • RRP £36.99

**KeyForge: Call of the Archons – Archon Deck Display**
Expand your arsenal with Call of the Archons Archon Decks, each of which offers a full play experience without the need of deckbuilding or boosters!

FFGKF02 • 12 units at £8.99

---

**Pokémon TCG: Pikachu & Eevee Poke Ball Collection**
Releasing November 16th

This collection features two all-time-favorite Pokémon in a joyous, beautifully sculpted figure and two new foil promo cards—a great addition to any collection. Plus, the Poké Ball has a secret compartment inside that holds up to 60 Pokémon TCG cards!

POK80407 • RRP £31.50

---

**Pokémon TCG: 2018 World Championships Deck CDU**
Releasing November 16th

Play Like a Champion with the Pokémon 2018 World Championship Starter Deck Set!

POK81419 • 8 units at £13.50

---

**Pokémon TCG: Poké Ball Tin**
Releasing November 16th

Each Poké Ball Tin includes 3x Pokémon TCG Booster packs, a flip coin, and a sturdy Poké ball tin design.

POK82367 • 6 units at £13.99
YGO TCG Hidden Summoners Booster Display
Releasing November 15th

This collection features two all-time-favorite Pokémon in a joyous, beautifully sculpted figure and two new foil promo cards—a great addition to any collection. Plus, the Poké Ball has a secret compartment inside that holds up to 60 Pokémon TCG cards!

KON644928 • 24 units at £3.49

MTG: Gift Pack 2018
Releasing November 16th

The Gift Pack contains four Core Set 2019 boosters, five premium lands, a Spindown die, and, for the first time, five creature cards exclusive to the Gift Pack.

WTCC47650000 • RRP £19.99

Transformers Trading Card Game
Metroplex Deck
Releasing November 15th

The TRANSFORMERS Trading Card Game is a fast, easy-to-learn action battling card game. Every TRANSFORMERS character card is huge – all character cards in the AUTOBOTS Starter Set and Booster Packs are twice the size of a standard playing card, and METROPLEX is even bigger still!

WTCC61590000 • RRP £19.99

The Crystal Maze Board Game
Releasing November 15th

Hello adventurers and welcome to The Crystal Maze, where a labyrinth of perplexing puzzles and tricky challenges lie in wait for you and your friends and family.

Who will pit their wits against the mind-bending mental puzzles and who is plucky enough to tackle the fiendish physical trials? Start the fans please!

RPLR8007 • RRP £34.99
Age 10+ • Players 2+

The TRANSFORMERS Trading Card Game
Metroplex Deck
Releasing November 15th

Kivi

Are you a master of tactics who sees things as numbers? In the Kivi game, you get to calculate, collect points and ruin the devious intentions of your opponent. Luck does not play a major part in the game, as the roll of dice is just the beginning. Everything depends on you and how smartly you can combine the numbers you get. You get points by placing stones on the board in good positions and in rows as long as possible. Points are collected over ten rounds, and the overall total can often only be seen during the final minutes of the game. The rules are easy to learn, but changing situations make each game different. Challenge your worst opponent to a game, if you dare!

MAR40861550 • RRP £12.99
Age 8+ • Players 2–4 • 30 minutes
Christmas Lights: A Card Game
Releasing November 15th

It’s the most wonderful time of the year! Time to open up the boxes of Christmas decorations, untangle the lights, replace broken bulbs, and decorate the tree. To have a bit of fun, you’ve decided to compete with your fellow decorators to see who can build their sets of lights the fastest. Sift through the bulbs, exchange information, and arrange them in the right order as you trade and build your strands. Ho ho ho!

HPS25CGG03 • RRP £15.99
Age 6+ • Players 2–6 • 10–30 minutes

Dungeon Mayhem Card Game: Dungeons & Dragons
Releasing November 16th

Play as one of four brave, quirky characters—Barbarian, Paladin, Rogue, or Wizard—battling it out in a dungeon full of treasure! With magic missiles flinging, dual daggers slinging, and spiked shields dinging, it’s up to you to prove your adventurer has the guts to bring home the glory!

WTCC61640000
RRP £12.99
Age 8, Players 2–4
10 minutes

Trapwords

Take on the role of a group of adventurers crawling through a fantasy dungeon full of traps and curses, with a Boss waiting for you at the end.

You must successfully guess a word as one of your teammates tries to describe it to you. Sounds simple, but it is made fiendishly difficult by not knowing which words you can’t say!

CGE00049
RRP £16.99
Age 8+, Players 4–8
30–45 minutes
Trump Cards

The wackiest card game ever!

Trump Cards is the hilarious game where players have to guess Trump fact from fiction. If you think Trump really said it, play your “APPROVED” card, if you think it's fake news, slap down your “FAKE NEWS” card. It's that simple!

RPLK3189  •  RRP £14.99
Age 12+  •  Players 2-10

Jungli-La

From Hisashi Hayashi (designer of Yokohama and Okey Dokey) comes Jungli-La! Your explorer must roll (and re-roll) custom dice to collect resources, recruit help, and move along the path to the hidden temple, where treasure awaits. The dice will also provide you the opportunity to write letters home for aid and clues, allowing you more control over your rolls and what cards you can acquire.

TTT3018  •  RRP £23.99
Players 2–5  •  45 minutes

Harry Potter Hogwarts Battle- The Monster Box of Monsters Expansion

Venture into the Forbidden Forest with The Monster Box of Monsters, the highly anticipated expansion to HARRY POTTER™: HOGWARTS™ BATTLE! Play as Harry, Hermione, Ron, Neville or Luna Lovegood™ as you face frightening creatures and challenging encounters. Beware of any wrongdoing that might earn you detention! Only working together to defeat the evil forces and protecting iconic locations will make the Wizarding World safe once and for all!

USODB010508  •  RRP £29.99
Age 11+  •  Players 2–4